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Introduction 

HRM is concerned with every single matter that is related to human resources, compensation, 

and benefit, the performance of management, safety and security, organization development, 

employee relation, training, and development programme. It works effectively in every matter 

with the employee’s performance. Today small and large companies need an HR unit for 

recruitment and selection purposes. Multinational companies need HR for strategic utilisation 

of the human resource, customer-centred direction. HRM keep employees happy, comfortable, 

and physically and mentally engaged with business function so that company can enhance with 

business function with little efforts. HR contribute company overall performance (Prescott, 

2012). 
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Activity 1: Email 

From: alex270@gmail.com  

Date: 22th April 2020 

To: ceo.furys@furys.com  

CC:  

Subject: Strength and weakness of different approaches to recruitment and selection of HRM 

in the context of Fury’s.  

Dear Sir, 

I am writing in response to the position of assistant HR manager regarding Fury HR function 

and purpose. This email addressing HRM selection and recruitment approach strengths and 

weaknesses in the context of Fury. I discussed how an organisation can apply recruitment and 

selection approach in different situation and purpose. Besides, I stated HR workforce planning 

and resourcing that is applicable in Fury. 

Human Resource Management 

HRM is a strategic approach to the effective management of employees in a firm such a way 

that they can contribute their best. HR designed to maximize employee’s performance so that 

fit can meet their business goals, an employee will be benefitted and the customer will be 

satisfied. Moreover, HRM includes staffing, compensation and benefit, training and 

development, employee relation, etc.  

Key functions and activities of HRM in the context of Fury  

(P1) Explain the purpose and the functions of HRM, applicable to 

workforce planning and resourcing an organisation.  
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1) Workforce planning: Workforce planning is a cyclical process that aligns company 

objectives with employees’ duties and performance. The company gives its business 

objectives as a priority and then plan employees working rules and regulation to fit 

business objectives. Generally, Workforce planning carefully aligns company 

objectives with the working system regularly (Hayton et al., 2012).  

2) Recruitment and selection: Recruitment and selection are the most important and key 

functions of an HR department. Here, the HR department recruits employees though 

direct or indirect recruitment approach. For recruiting employees, HR needs to identify 

their employee’s election unit, specify job requirements and duties, candidate 

qualification. Then select candidates through different selection approach like 

interviews, theoretical examination, role-play, or another approach.  

3) Compensation and benefit- Fury set employees' compensation and benefits plan in a 

time of recruitment and selection process so that every employee can know their job 

benefits and incentive. It motivates positively every employee to contribute their best 

with workforce planning. Normally, compensation plan includes bonus, commission, 

incentives, etc.   

4) Training and Development- After the selection process, HR arranges the Training and 

Development programme for promoting employee’s skills and requirements to fit 

company job requirements. The job training approach produces a better result for Fury.  

5) Employee and labour relation- Employee relation is an HR effort to manage and 

enhance employees' good and positive relations in the workplace. When employees 

build a good relation in the workplace, they being more engaged with work and produce 

better output. 
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Graph- HR function (Hayton et al., 2012) 

 

The purpose of the HRM in Fury-  

The hard and soft models of HR: HR use two distinct for of employee’s direction and 

motivational model such as hard and soft model. The soft model enhances individual mentality, 

self-confidence, and self-direction power through better commitment, trust, and good relations. 

On the other hand, a hard model puts much emphasis on employee’s performance with strategic 

fit through the instrumental approach (Dessler, 2012).  

Ensure best fit, talented, skilled, and engaged staffing: Staffing is not only the single 

function HRM. Employees need training for serving the best service to the customer. HR train 

employees so that they can enhance their professional skill, knowledge, and fit for their 

position. The following strategy facilities HR purpose.  
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Figure: Best Fit Model of HRM (Mahapatro, 2010) 

Create a positive employment relationship: An organisation can enhance employee’s 

relationships through participative management with the leadership model. Teamwork 

produces better result when an employee shares their role and duties with one another with 

fewer confits on the job title (Bratton and Gold, 2012).  

Contribute to the development of a high-performance culture: Fury promotes a good 

working culture that fits their business objectives with employees’ benefits. An employee stays 

where they can endorse their job status. A good workforce planning can promote a good 

working culture.   

Recruitment and selection  

Fury needs manpower to serve its customer service. As Fury is a small business firm, they can 

outsource their recruitment and selection functions. Fury adopts an external recruitment 

 (P2) Explain the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches to 

recruitment and selection. 
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approach to recruit as it has few skilled manpower. Now I discussed different recruitment and 

selection approaches in the context of Fury (Dessler, 2012).   

Internal recruitment approach 

Fury can revise its current employees in a different post or can promote its current employees' 

rank. For adopting this internal recruitment approach Fury need to concern some important 

issue such as age, educational degree, technical skill, working ability, performance, 

commination, and adaption skill, etc. Now I remark the strength and weaknesses of the internal 

recruitment approach.  

Strength 

➢ Promote employee morale  

➢ The employee retains and reduced frequent employees’ turnover 

➢ Time and cost of recruitment reduced  

Weakness 

➢ There has less possibility to recruit new blood  

➢ An employee engaged with internal conflict for getting quick promotion  

➢ Lack of innovative and technical skill for recruiting internally       

External recruitment approach 

The applicable external sources of recruitment are a technical and educational institution, 

labour union, employees’ agencies, and international labour market.  

Strength 

➢ Applicable for a multinational company  

➢ It is possible to recruit new and innovative blood  

➢ Technical and digital skilled personnel are available in the existing market  

Weakness 

➢ Employees need training and orientation programme  
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➢ Existing employees become demotivated and they can resign their job and hence 

employee turnover rate increased  

➢ Lack of good relation and communication with all  

Selection: Selection is the procedure of screening available candidates, ratify job requirements 

for staffing, and appoint potential candidates. Fury adopts interviews and role-plays selection 

models for concluding permitted candidates for the post.  

Interviews  

An interview is a formal and structured conversation where the interviewer asks a question and 

the participant answered.  

Strength 

➢ Time-saving approach and less costly  

➢ The interviewer can explore candidate joining  

➢ Develop a relationship with management  

Weakness 

➢ An interview approach information is not recorded and confusion arise in a future 

conflict  

➢ The candidate may disapprove for lack of interviewer attention (Mahapatro, 2010). 

➢ Biases of interviewer personal perception and opinion  

Role-Playing 

Role-playing is a learning and selection technique in where candidate act under the planned 

and guided situation. Here, the candidate takes a role and perform based on their judgment. 

Under this approach trainers and participators share information for accomplishing their job.  

Strength 

➢ This model indicates participant current skill level  

➢ Applicable for judging candidate aptitude skill, communication skill  
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➢ Applicable in real life  

Weakness 

➢ Participant may not take his duties seriously  

➢ Not comfortable for all candidates  

➢ A co-worker can thrash their teamwork 
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HRM Practices Benefits within Fury  

Benefits of Recruitment and Selection for Fury and Employees 

• Accurate screening: The selection and recruitment procedure concerned about 

candidate qualification, job requirements, tests, interviews, and another screaming 

mechanism for evaluation of candidate qualification. Accurate screening contributes to 

high benefits with the business portfolio (Lim, Mathis and Jackson, 2010).  

• Proactive strategic alignment: It is a talent management approach with a designed 

selection map. HR react here and when it needs to enhance employee skill as compared 

with the market requirement.  

• Reduced turnover rate and enhance high morale: Right personality, communication 

power, and leadership skill enhance employee’s morale when the firm trains them to fit 

with customer necessities.    

Benefits of Learning, development, and training for Fury and Employees 

Fury initiated training and development programme for a verity of reasons such as performance 

appraisal, setting the benchmark, part as a professional development programme, as a pilot 

programme for newly appointed candidates, etc. For training, learning and development 

programme, Fury adopt different training tools such as computer training, customer service, 

ethical lesion, human relation, diversity, safety, and quality initiatives lesion. Through this 

training programme employees can enhance their skills, potentiality, and adaptability anywhere 

in the work market. This programme also increases job satisfaction, morality, employee 

motivation, the capacity of technology adaptability, etc. Fury can accomplish their business 

objectives by enhancing employee’s performance and reduced employees’ turnover (Werner, 

Schuler and Jackson, 2012).   

 (P3) Explain the benefits of different HRM practices within Morrisons 

OR Organisation of your own choice for both the employer and employee. 
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With the help of HR practices, Fury can improve its employee’s satisfaction level and 

employees engaged with business objectives. Now justify different HR practices that 

mentioned in previous selection with evaluation tools like CIRO and Kirkpatrick evaluation 

model. Here, the Kirkpatrick model evaluates four performance measurement stages such as 

reaction, learning, behaviour, and result. And CIRO compares before and after the performance 

of HR practices for making an evaluation (Mahapatro, 2010).  

The evaluation of Fury HRM practices in term of evolving the production and profits level-   

The effectiveness of Training and Development 

• Advantage: Training and Development programme helps employees to understand 

firm core business values, objectives, and goals. By comparing the new candidate with 

old, employees know their behaviour well. The talent and performance management 

appreciation process help HR to boost business performance. Fury can adopt on the job 

training, off the job training, leadership training, learner training, appreciating training, 

etc. where candidate learns from job experience.   

• Disadvantage: Training and Development programme has some disadvantages such as 

lack of personal interest, wastage of money and time, employees lose personal interest 

and possess increased stress in professionalism.  

The effectiveness of Job design and workplace design:  

• Workplace design defines the introduction right person, right place, and right time. Here 

an alignment among skill, place, and time produces a better performance of 

management. Advantage: Collaboration in the workplace leads to higher productivity 

and profitability. It helps to mitigate the internal and external needs of the customer. 

Collaboration and teamwork encourage innovation and creativity.  

(P4) Evaluate the effectiveness of different HRM practices in terms of 

raising organisational profit and productivity. 
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• Disadvantages: The workplace design seems to sound good in theory but in the 

practical stage it becomes more complex, scattering roles in an unplanned way and 

triggering distraction among personnel.  

 Activity Two: Report 

Date: 24th April 2020 

To: 

Human Resource Manager 

Fury’s 

Oldham, UK.  

Subject: Report on the application of HRM practices in the context of Fury.  

Dear Sir, 

An organisation needs manpower to accomplish every single function of business activity. HR 

supply skilled, adequate, and required manpower as when it is needed. HR also develop 

employee’s skill through training and supportive task to best fit with business function. This 

report demonstrates how HR work and its application in business function in the context of 

Fury.  

Employee Relations 

Employee retention refers to the process of developing good communication, collaboration, 

and supportive environment where employees can share their opinions and knowledge to 

handle business work. Teamwork activates need a good employee’s relation and trust is the 

key factor for building a good relationship.  

(P5) Analyse the importance of employee relations in respect to 

influencing HRM decision-making. 
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Importance of Employee Relations 

a) Increase productivity- Developing good employee relations is an important task of the 

HR department (Mahapatro, 2010). Management needs quick feedback regarding 

production, material, and supplies for smoothing a regular supply of required materials. 

It ensures higher productivity and also reduces the cost of a breakdown in the 

production sector.  

b) The employee becomes loyal- Good cooperation and supportive work develop 

employees' trust and also become employees loyal. The loyal employee retains his job 

and remains his farm longer time.  

c) Conflict reduction- For accomplishing the professional job in every field of work, 

employees faced cut-throat competition. Here conflict may arise to distribute business 

resources as one department need more than other ones. Higher job stream, promotional 

benefits, higher operational proficiencies, and performance rewards may increase 

conflict among all employees. A good relationship among all employee help to handle 

such cut-throat conflict (Ivancevich, 2010).  

d) Participate in decision making- Participative workplace in one side develop 

employee’s participation in production and another hand it reduces employee’s 

competition and enhances good relation in the workplace.   

Strategies for Employee Relation  

HR tries to develop the employee’s relation by adopting different strategies and models. Here 

discussed different strategies to develop the employee’s relation.  

I. Motivation: HR can adopt financial or non-financial motivational tools for developing 

employee’s relations. Financial motivational tools like bonuses, rewards, incentives for 

better performance. On the other hand, non-financial motivational tools are punishment 

or promotional benefits.  

II. Reduce Conflict: Fury adopts the required strategies to reduce employee conflict like 

arrange participative work, develop collaboration, promote teamwork, etc. Good 

relation develops team performance as well as promote productivity.  
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III. Offer promotion: When an employee gets promotional benefits based on their working 

efficiency, they become loyal, calm, and supportive with management in all aspects. 

Career building opportunities facilitate good employee relations in all aspects of the 

business field.  

IV. Proper Communication: For building a supportive working environment, the 

organisation needs to ensure strong communication channels inward and outward. Fury 

promotes networking channel where an employee can communicate with one another 

quickly and less costly. 

 

Employment legislation  

The rules and regulation that outlines employees working condition, places, benefits, and other 

related items with employment. Employment legislation is a mandatory term that is obligated 

by all in the business field.  

Purposes of Employment Law 

• The employee will be benefited by prompting their working rights 

• The firm needs to ensure safety and secure workplace and employee get job security  

• Employment legislation ensure compensation and benefits plan in job 

• Fixed working time, minimum wages rate and other incentives  

• Employment legislation also promotes good relationships between employer and 

employees  

Key elements of employment legislation which affect the HRM practices 

The Employment Rights Act 

(P6) Identify the key elements of employment legislation and the impact it 

has upon HRM decision- making. 
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In the UK, the manpower ministry ensures employment rights by imposing legislation in 1999 

and 2003 that outlines job rights. This acts impact on HR decision making. Impacts are- 

• Fury has to ensure fixed working time and minimum wages to all 

• Ensure security and employees get protection against any illegal acts, violence, bis and 

dismissal function by management (Ivancevich, 2010).  

• Employees get right to work in his reasonable working field  

• The employee also gets a home allowance, medical leave and communication benefits 

with job terms 

The Sex Discrimination Act, 1975 

The sex discrimination act is an important term of employment legislation. This act protects 

employees from any sexual harassment. In addition, both men and women get equal benefits 

and opportunities in recruitment and selection terms and conditions as well as promotional 

services. The firm has to concern in a time of job offerings as violence on this act firm will 

accuse to punishment.  

Data Protection Act of 1998  

Information is the most valuable item in this modern world. Naturally, the employee needs to 

secure their job terms and condition for life safety. Any person can harassments anyone by 

using one’s personal information. The data protection act protects against misuses and 

misleading one’s employment information (Harzing, 2011). Impacts in Fury HR management:  

• Fury secure information through a protected server  

• HR adopt technical assistance to protect employees personal and job information  

• HR has to guarantee information protection in employment terms  

Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 

The health and safety act were initiated in 1974 in the UK parliament that was defined as 

fundamental structure in 2011. This act outlines general duties on employers, suppliers, 

managers and employees, and those who engaged with workplace management. Basically, the 
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employer is responsible for all terms and conditions of workplace safety and security. The 

employer must secure employees from hazardous and dangerous business functions as well as 

a safe workplace. Impact on HR decision making-  

• HR has to follow all these guidelines mentioned in this act to ensure a safe and secure 

working environment. 

• HR should keep aside teenager from dangerous and hazardous work  

This report will be mentioned important terms and condition of employment legislation that is 

mandatory in every business function. Although Fury started its business function recently, it 

has to follow all employment legislation carefully as any action against low will be a bookable 

act.  

Regards,  

Assistant HR Manager Fury’s.  

Oldham, UK.   

Date: 22th April 2020 
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Advertisement  

 

(P7) Illustrate the application of HRM practices in a work-related context, 

using specific examples. 
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CV for a Human Resources manager  

Personal Details: 

Date of Birth: 

Nationality: 

Religion: 

Sex: 

Marital Status: 

Languages Known: 

Passport No.: 

Father Name: 

 

Personal profile  

Academic qualifications 

 

Experience and Achievements: 

 

Extra Curriculum Activities 

 

PC Skill 
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All the information is true. If I get a chance, I must prove me that I am the best person at this 

place.  

Signature 

Date 

 

  

 

Evaluation of recruitment and selection process-  

Fury needs storekeepers to handle its excessive demand as higher customer demand and 

workload put pressure on its existing employees. Fury adopts an external recruitment approach 

and places an advert in the local newspaper. The HR manager should carefully specify job 

description, benefits, terms, and condition which support employment legislation. After 

publishing job advertisements, the candidate offers job application letters via the email address 

mentioned in the job advert. Then HR manager adopts the applicable selection approach to 

select the best and fit candidates. Here interviews and role-playing models will be executed 

with less time and cost (Harzing, 2011).   

The positive side of recruitment and selection- 

• Fury is able to select the best employees with an external recruitment approach as there 

have open opportunities to recruit new blood.  

• Employee become more secured and loyal with specific terms and condition of 

employment contract  

The negative side of recruitment and selection-  

• It is really so complicated and compact task to all management.  
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• Less promotional benefits and incentives as it is a new business venture  

• Difficult to recruit qualified employees with fewer career-building opportunities in 

Fury. 
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Conclusion 

  Human resource management works to ensure the right quality and quantity of manpower in 

the workplace in the right time. Not only HR recruit and select employees but also HR motivate, 

train, and facilitates employees all requirements after the recruitment process. They also 

promote career goals and being employee morale and loyalty. The main motives of HRM are 

minimizing recruitment and resection cost and maximizing company productivity. For 

supplying adequate manpower, HR can recruit internal or external sources. The external 

recruitment approach is the best way for Fury as it has fewer internal hands. Employee retention 

is the most important approach to internal recruitment as it helps to motivate employees and 

also helps in achieving business goals effectively. In every decision-making stage of 

recruitment and selection, HR is obligated to follow employment legislation acts. 
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